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 Abstract: Motivated by the recent discovery of the Rashba effect in two-dimensional 
(2D) Janus Transition Metal Dichalcogenides (TMDs) systems, we explore the Rashba 
effect on the Janus VXY (X = S, Se, Y = Se, Te) monolayer. By employing first-principles 
density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we find a strong anisotropic Rashba 
splitting observed around Γ points in the first Brillouin zone. We analyze this anisotropy 
of Rashba splitting by using k·p perturbation theory synergized with group symmetry 
analysis. By giving the effect of the biaxial strain, we manipulate the characteristics of the 
Rashba splitting on the Janus Vanadium Dichalcogenides system. Through spin texture 
analysis, we reveal both the in-plane and out-of-plane components of the spin textures, 
providing further evidence for the anisotropic nature of the Rashba spin-orbit coupling 
(SOC). The observed tuneable Rashba splitting by applying the strain effect shows that 
the Janus Vanadium dichalcogenides system has the potential to be used as a 
semiconductor material for spintronic devices. 

Keywords: Rashba splitting; density functional theory; strain effect; vanadium 
dichalcogenides 

 
■ INTRODUCTION 

Spin-orbit interaction (SOI) in low-dimensional 
material has attracted the attention of researchers over the 
last decade since it can explain exotic quantum 
phenomena in solid-state physics. The manipulation of 
SOI contributes to knowing exciting effects such as the 
spin Hall effect [1-2], Zeeman effect [3], spin galvanic 
effect [4-5], and spin ballistic transport [6-7]. Specifically, 
the Rashba effect has garnered significant attention due to 
its electrical adjustability, which is the potential for 
spintronics applications, including the spin-field effect 
transistor (S-FET). 

S-FET are the future transistors that will replace the 
conventional transistors that have reached their 

dimensional and performance limits. By utilizing the 
spin field effect and SOI, S-FET can provide advantages 
in energy efficiency, operating speed, and high 
performance of electronic devices [8]. The functionality 
of the S-FET device is significantly dependent on 
semiconductor materials with strong Rashba SOI, as 
indicated by Rashba splitting in the electronic structure 
around the Fermi level. The Rashba splitting played a 
vital process called a spin precession, allowing the 
control of the carrier's spin transport [7] using gate 
voltage. However, for S-FET devices, the strong Rashba 
SOI in the semiconductor materials enables working at 
room temperature. 

Some materials with strong Rashba SOI in their 
electronic structure have been reported due to the 
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asymmetry of crystal structure [9-11]. Experimental 
observation of the Rashba SOI is done by angle-resolved 
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) techniques, in the 
case of BiInAs [12], PtBi2 [13] and CH3NH3PbBr3 organic-
inorganic perovskite [14], and magnetotransport 
measurements, like in the case of Fe/Ge(111) [15]. 
Theoretical investigation has predicted that Rasbha 
splitting exists in many 2D materials such as polar 
perovskite [16], black-phosphorene [17], BiTeI [18], 
Janus structure of group IV-V materials [10,19], 
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) [20], and Janus 
transition metal dichalcogenides [9,11,21-22]. 

TMDs have the formula MX2 where M represents 
transition metal atoms and X corresponds to chalcogen 
atoms such as sulfur (S), selenium (Se), and tellurium 
(Te). On the other hand, Janus TMDs are derived from 
the original TMDs monolayer (ML) with the formula 
MXY, where one of the X chalcogen atoms is replaced by 
a different chalcogen atom denoted as Y. This substitution 
introduces asymmetry into the structure, leading to a 
non-uniform charge distribution. Consequently, the 
symmetry breaking in Janus TMDs results in Rashba SOI-
induced spin splitting at the Brillouin zone, particularly 
noticeable at the valence band maximum (VBM). 

Recent advancements in material synthesis have 
successfully produced Janus TMDs, such as MoSSe ML 
fabricated through the selenization of MoS2 [23] and a 
sulfurization process from MoSe2 [24], as well as the WSSe 
thin film by chemical vapor deposition [25]. These 
experimental achievements have spurred theoretical 
investigations into the family of Janus TMDs. However, 
considerable interest remains in exploring additional 2D 
material systems that exhibit Rashba splitting due to its 
potential significance in spintronics applications. 

The discovery of new materials with Rashba 
splitting not only enriches our understanding of spin-
dependent phenomena but also broadens the scope of 
materials available for applications in spintronics, 
offering opportunities for developing novel electronic and 
optoelectronic devices. Therefore, ongoing efforts to 
identify and characterize such materials are highly valued 
in both theoretical and experimental research 
communities. The successful computational investigation 

of heterostructure TMDCs has also confirmed the 
generation of significant Rashba spin-splitting, 
suggesting TMDCs as promising candidates for 
spintronics applications [26-27]. In the realm of 
heterostructure applications, the significance of strain 
effects is highlighted, particularly within the fabrication 
process, where misfit dislocations occur when creating 
materials with distinct lattice parameters compared to 
the substrate [28]. 

Among the Janus TMDs, studies regarding VXY 
(X, Y = S, Se, Te) have been gaining some attention, 
mainly focusing on structural stability, electronic, and 
magnetic properties [29-31]. While VXY MLs have not 
been synthesized, the successful synthesis of the Janus 
Transition Metal Dichalcogenides [23] suggests the 
potential realization of VXY MLs. Therefore, to 
complement previous research, in this paper, we predict 
and discuss the emergence of anisotropic Rashba 
splitting in the two-dimensional (2D) Janus Vanadium 
Dichalcogenides VXY (X, Y = S, Se, Te) using first-
principles density functional theory (DFT) calculation 
and the k⃗ ∙ p⃗ perturbation theory analysis. In our study, 
the electronic structure properties of VXY ML exhibit a 
semiconducting with an indirect band gap. Moreover, 
we observe the emergence of anisotropic Rashba 
splitting around Γ point in VBM, similar to other Janus 
TMDs. In our analysis of Rashba splitting using k⃗ ∙ p⃗ 
perturbation theory, we found the strong Rashba SOI of 
the VSeTe with the Rashba parameter of 0.12 eVÅ. 
Additionally, our study highlights that both the bandgap 
and Rashba splitting can be controlled by biaxial strain. 
These findings hold promise for future applications in 
spintronics, underscoring the significance of continued 
research efforts in this field. 

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

This work employs the DFT calculations utilizing 
Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) [32], as 
implemented in OpenMX code [33]. Norm-conserving 
pseudopotentials with an energy cutoff of 250 Ry for 
charge density were utilized to ensure accurate 
representations of electronic structures and interactions 
within the system. By utilizing a confinement scheme 
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[34-35], we employed the linear combination of multiple 
pseudoatomic orbitals to expand the wavefunction, where 
two s-, two p-, and one d- character numerical pseudo-
atomic orbitals were used for each atom. The SOI was 
included in our calculation by j-dependent 
pseudopotentials [36]. These computational methods 
enable thorough investigations into the properties and 
behaviors of the materials under study, offering insights 
into their structural, electronic, and energetic 
characteristics. 

The primary focus of our computational 
calculations revolves around the Janus vanadium 
dichalcogenides VXY monolayer system, comprising 
VSSe, VSTe, and VSeTe. We construct the crystal 
structure of Janus vanadium dichalcogenides by a trigonal 
prismatic known as the type 2H polymorph, which 
manifests as the most stable structure of TMDs under 
room temperature. Fig. 1(a) and 1(c) present detailed 
depictions of the Janus VXY monolayer from both top 
and side perspectives, elucidating its structural intricacies. 
In this configuration, a single transition metal atom V 
forms bonds with two distinct chalcogen atoms, resulting 
in a polar system characterized by varying V–X and V–Y  
 

distances. This non-centrosymmetric structure aligns 
with the C3v point group symmetry. Such structural 
details lay the groundwork for further analysis, 
particularly within the framework of k·p perturbation 
theory, allowing us to delve deeper into the electronic 
properties and behaviors of these intriguing materials. 

In our computations, we represent the two-
dimensional structures of VXY ML by constructing a 
periodic slab with a sufficiently large vacuum layer of 
24 Å to eliminate any interactions between adjacent 
layers effectively. To accurately capture the electronic 
properties, an 8 × 8 × 1 k-point mesh is utilized, ensuring 
thorough coverage of the Brillouin zone. Furthermore, 
atomic positions undergo complete relaxation, adhering 
to a 1 × 10−5 Hartree/Bohr force criterion to achieve 
stable geometries. The first Brillouin zone of this 
material system exhibits distinct high symmetry points, 
including M, K, Q, and Γ as shown in Fig. 1(b). Then we 
consider the biaxial strain effect with a range from −5% 
to 5% to know the changes of band structure, especially 
Rashba splitting due to this effect. Notably, electronic 
structure calculations are conducted post-full relaxation 
of all atoms under each strain condition, ensuring an  
 

 
Fig 1. Illustrations of the Janus VXY monolayer from both (a) top and (c) side perspectives, with atomic distances 
along the z-axis denoted as dm−Y and dm−X, bond lengths indicated as dV−X and dV−Y, along with the symmetry group of 
the Janus VXY monolayer. (b) The first Brillouin zone in the k space is shown, highlighting high symmetry points (Γ, 
M, K) 
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accurate depiction of the system's response to mechanical 
deformation. 

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

First, we discuss the structural symmetry of VXY 
MLs. We have obtained the optimized structural 
parameters shown in Table 1. The optimized lattice 
constants a0 are 3.210 (VSSe ML), 3.432 (VSTe ML) and 
3.450 Å (VSeTe ML), which are consistent with previous 
work [29-30]. It has been observed that the lattice 
constant of VXY MLs increases as the atomic number of 
chalcogen atoms XY increases. In addition, we also get the 
bond length of V–X(Y) dV−X(dV−Y) as shown in Table 1. 
The difference between dV−X and dV−Y for each monolayer 
system indicated that these systems are non-
centrosymmetry crystal structures However, its structural 
parameters (dV−X and dV−Y), also increase as the atomic  
 

number of chalcogen atoms (X and Y) increases. 
Next, we calculated the electronic structure of 

VSSe, VSTe, and VSeTe ML with results in Fig. 2 VSSe 
ML (Fig. 1(a)) and VSeTe (Fig. 1(c)) shows the 
semiconducting properties with bandgap energy are 
0.86 and 0.57 eV, respectively. The natural differences 
are evident in the VSTe ML (Fig. 1(b)), where the 
electronic structure displays metallic properties with 
zero energy gap. As a representative, we calculated the 
projected orbital band of the VSeTe ML shown in Fig. 2. 
It is clear that the valence band maximum (VBM) is 
characterized by two local maxima positioned at the K 
and Γ points. At the K point, the occupied state 
predominantly arises from the coupling of in-plane 
atomic orbitals, namely d d d . Conversely, the 
occupied state at the Γ point is attributed to contributions 
from both out-of-plane atomic orbitals d  and p , 

Table 1. The optimized structural parameters of VXY monolayer systems, including Lattice constant a, V-chalcogen 
bonding lengths dV−X and dV−Y, and the distance between two chalcogen atoms (dX−Y) 

No VXY monolayer system a (Å) dV−X (Å) dV−Y (Å) dm−X (Å) dm−Y (Å) Egap (eV) 
1 VSSe 3.210 2.36 2.51 1.73 1.93 0.86 
2 VSTe 3.432 2.37 2.79 1.64 2.20 0.00 
3 VSeTe 3.450 2.50 2.77 1.81 2.17 0.57 

 
Fig 2. The electronic band structure of (a) VSSe, (b) VSTe, and (c) VSeTe monolayers with and without SOI indicated 
by red and black lines, respectively, focusing on magnifications around Γ point. Panel (d) illustrates the projected 
orbital band of the VSeTe monolayer, with colored orbital contributions, and the spectral weights depicted by circle 
radii 
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which are also responsible for the emergence of Rashba 
splitting that appears at the point. In contrast to VBM, the 
conduction band minimum (CBM) is situated at the K 
point, primarily contributed by the d  atomic orbital. 

Incorporating SOI into the electronic structure 
calculation, as denoted by the red line, reveals notable 
Zeeman splitting around the K point in VBM for all 
systems VSSe ML, VSTe ML, and VSeTe ML systems, 
attributable to the breaking of time-reversal symmetry 
(Fig. 1(a)-(c)). However, our primary focus lies on 
another form of splitting known as Rashba splitting, 
which is also evident in the electronic structure of all 
systems, particularly noticeable in the VBM around Γ 
point. In the VSeTe ML system, this Rashba splitting is 
pronounced due to the substantial SOI originating from 
both Se and Te atoms, coupled with the broken inversion 
symmetry within the system. Conversely, in VSSe ML and 
VSTe ML, the SOI contributions solely from Se and Te 
atoms result in weaker Rashba splitting compared to 
VSeTe ML. Notably, similar Rashba splitting phenomena 
are observed in all Janus Mo and W dichalcogenides 
[9,37]. This highlights the importance of considering SOI 
effects in understanding the electronic properties of these 
materials, particularly their potential applications in 
spintronics and related fields. 

Moving forward, we delve into the examination of 
the biaxial strain effect (compressive and expansive 
strain) on the electronic structure of VSeTe ML, with a 
range from −5% to 5%. This effect can be experimentally 
expected by introducing the substrates during the growth 
process of the monolayer [23-24]. In this case, we use the 

ideal range of strain effect (−5% to 5%) to ensure that the 
system does not undergo deformation. Moreover, this 
range is well-suited for experimental implementation 
using the substrate-induced strain method [38-39]. We 
defined the degree of biaxial strain as Eq. (1). 

 i 0
i

0

a a
100%

a


   (1) 

where ai and a0 are the lattice constant of strained and 
equilibrium structures. Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the 
band structure of VSeTe ML with respect to the biaxial 
strain effect. Due to the compressive strain effect the 
VBM swift from K point to Γ point. The same thing was 
also observed in the CBM which swiftly from K point to 
the midpoint between K and Γ points, which we call the 
Q point. Consequently, the indirect band gap remains, 
but the optical transition changes dramatically from the 
K(CBM) – Γ(VBM), to the Q(CBM) – K(VBM). 
Meanwhile, no shifting occurs between CBM and VBM 
under the expansive strains effect, but it was observed 
that the energy gap decreases as the degree of expansive 
strains increases, and it is predicted to reach metallic 
properties for a high degree of expansive strain. 

In other words, strain application also influences 
Janus VXY ML's electronic properties. The application 
of compressive strain up to −5% results in an increased 
energy band gap of these materials. Conversely, applying 
expansive strain up to 5% leads to a decrease in the energy 
band gap of this material, allowing a transition from 
semiconductor properties to metallic properties for a high 
degree of expansive strain. 

 
Fig 3. The variation in strain (compressive and expansive strain) induces changes in the electronic structure of the 
VSeTe monolayer 
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The substantial evolution of the electronic 
structures of the VSeTe ML by biaxial strain effect is 
expected to induce a significant change of the Intrinsic 
Rashba splitting band around Γ point. Essentially, this 
intrinsic Rashba effect is inherent in Janus VXY systems 
due to the presence of an out-of-plane potential gradient, 
resulting from the crystal's non-centrosymmetry (lacking 
the inversion symmetry), which is absent in non-Janus 
systems. The application of the biaxial strain effect makes 
it possible to control the out-of-plane potential gradient, 
as indicated by the change in magnitude of dm−X and dm−Y 
(see Fig. 1(c)). Therefore, the imposition of biaxial strain 
results in structural alterations in the VXY MLs material, 
indicated by changes in dm−X and dm−Y. Consequently, it 
can be stated that the application of biaxial strain allows 
for the control and manipulation of Rashba splitting in 
the VXY MLs. This is achieved by modifying its structure 
without altering its crystal structure, which remains 
preserved within the C3v symmetry group. 

We use perturbation theory based on the symmetry 
group to further analyze the origin Rashba splitting in the 
Janus VXY MLs systems. The Rashba Hamiltonian is 
derived by evaluating the irreducible representation of the 
system within its designated symmetry group. The Janus 
VXY MLs has a crystal symmetry of C3v point group. In 
systems possessing C3v symmetry, the effective 
Hamiltonian at around the Γ point can be articulated as 
Eq. (2) [9,20,37,40]; 

2 3
0 y x 3 zH(R) E (k) (k)[cos( ) sin( ) ] k cos(3 )           (2) 

where E k
∗
, m ∗ is effective mass, α k α k α , 

with α  and α  are the first and third order Rashba 
parameters, respectively, while α  is the warping 
parameter. Furthermore, we introduce a polar angle ϕ in 
k space, defined as ϕ cos , where the k  is chosen 
to be parallel with the Γ – K line in the first Brillouin zone 

(refer to Fig. 1(b)). By solving the eigenvalue problem 
associated with the Hamiltonian, we derive the spin-
splitting energy expressed in square form as expressed in 
Eq. (3). 

2 1 3 2 2 2 6 2
1 3 3[ (k)] ( k k ) ( ) k cos (3 )        (3) 

The Rashba parameter of VXY MLs results from 
fitting calculations using Eq. 3 for small k, as shown in 
Table 2 and Fig. 4(a). The values of α  calculated for 
Γ – M direction are 0.03, 0.05, and 0.12 eVÅ, while for 
Γ – K direction are 0.03, 0.05, and 0.12 eVÅ for VSSe, 
VSTe, and VSeTe ML, respectively. These results 
reinforce that the VSeTe ML has a stronger Rashba SOI 
than VSSe and VSTe ML, attributed to the strong SOI 
contributed by Se and Te atoms. Moreover, it is evident 
that the Rashba splitting is anisotropic for all 
equilibrium systems. This result is slightly different from 
the findings of previous research [29], which obtained 
Rashba parameter values of 0 eVÅ for VSSe, VSTe MLs, 
and 0.685 eVÅ for VSeTe ML. However, our study 
provides more comprehensive results, in which the 
Rashba parameter values are also contributed by the 
third-order part, indicating anisotropic Rashba splitting. 
Our results also exhibit slightly smaller Rashba 
parameter values compared to findings in other studies 
on WSeTe material [41]. This is likely due to Tungsten 
exerting a larger SOI influence than Vanadium. 
Furthermore, a prior study [41] explored the impact of 
Pb adsorption on Rashba splitting in WSeTe. Our 
research will investigate the influence of strain effects on 
the electronic structure and Rashba splitting of VXY 
monolayers. 

Subsequently, we explore the impact of strain on 
Rashba splitting in Janus VXY monolayers. We use 
VSeTe ML as a representative due to the strongest 
intrinsic Rashba splitting when applying the strain effect.  

Table 2. Rashba Parameter fitting results in VXY Monolayers equilibrium systems including the first, and third-order 
parameters 

Systems 
Γ – M Γ – K 

α  (eVÅ) α  (eV Å3) α  (eVÅ) α  (eVÅ3) α  (eVÅ3) 
VSSe ML 0.03 -0.16 0.03 -0.15 0.13 
VSTe ML 0.05 -0.06 0.05 -0.04 0.14 
VSeTe ML 0.12 -0.39 0.12 -0.34 -0.20 
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Fig 4. (a) The square energy Rashba splitting ∆ε k  for the VSeTe monolayer in equilibrium calculated along Γ – K 
(blue) and Γ – M (red) direction in comparison to the fitting results, the strain percentage of the Janus VSeTe 
Monolayer is depicted as a function of (b) the first-order Rashba parameter in Γ – K and Γ – M direction, (c) the third-
order Rashba parameter in Γ – K and Γ – M direction 
 
It is evident from our observations that the application of 
strain markedly influences the difference in distance, 
denoted as ∆z (∆z |d d |) between Se and Te 
atoms. Consequently, there is a change in the Rashba 
splitting energy of the strained VSeTe system. In Fig. 4(b), 
it can be seen that the first-order Rashba parameter α  
follows a similar trend in both Γ – M and Γ – K directions, 
showing a notable increase with an increase in 
compressive strain. Under 5% compressive strain, the α  
value of the VSeTe ML extends to 0.21 eVÅ. This result 
yields a larger value compared to semiconductor 
heterostructures such as InGaAs/InAlAs (0.07 eVÅ) [42], 
the oxide interface LaAlO3/SrTiO3 (0.01−0.05 eVÅ) [43] 
and is comparable to the Janus MoSSe [9] and Tungsten 
Dichalcogenides influenced by external electric field [20]. 
Moreover, with an increase in compressive strain, there is 
a noticeable rise in the 𝛼  disparity between the Γ – M and 
Γ – K directions. This signifies a shift in the Rashba 
splitting properties from being isotropic at the 
equilibrium state to becoming anisotropic in the system  
 

under the compressive strain. This observation is further 
supported by the outcomes of the third-order Rashba 
parameters α  and α  in both directions. These 
parameters exhibit a negative increase under 
compressive strain, as depicted in Fig. 4(c). 

To further confirm the presence of Rashba splitting 
in Janus VSeTe ML, the spin-resolved constant energy 
2D spin textures are additionally depicted in Fig. 5. We 
compared the spin textures around the Γ point in 
equilibrium system Fig. 5(b) with those in the strained 
system, under compressive (Fig. 5(a)) and expansive 
(Fig. 5(c)) strain of VSeTe ML. In both systems, it has 
been verified that the emergence of Rashba spin splitting 
around the Γ point for small k values comprises two spin 
components, manifesting in clockwise and 
counterclockwise directions. The equilibrium system 
exhibits an imperfectly circular spin texture shape 
(slightly showing hexagonal shape) indicating anisotropic 
Rashba splitting. The compressed system displays a 
more pronounced hexagonal spin texture, indicating the  

 
Fig 5. The Spin Texture of the Janus VSeTe monolayer around Γ point with (a) compressive strain of 3%, in equilibrium 
(b), and with (c) expansive strain of 3%, indicates the evolution of Rashba splitting due to the strain effect. The arrows 
in the figure symbolize the directions of spin, while the color scale illustrates the out-of-plane components of spin 
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strong anisotropic Rashba splitting. On the contrary, the 
expansive strain transforms the Rashba, splitting it into an 
isotropic form. This can be explained by the absolute 
value of the third-order Rashba parameters (α  and α ), 
which increases as the compressive strain increases and 
gets closer to zero as the expansive strain increases. 

Our research outcomes mark a significant stride in 
unraveling the complexities of Rashba splitting in two-
dimensional (2D) materials. Beyond the triumph in 
crafting the Janus Transition Metal Dichalcogenides ML 
[23-24,44-46], our projections extend ambitiously to the 
foreseen synthesis of VXY MLs. Our research provides 
additional references as candidate materials for S-FET 
devices. However, our results also indicate that the 
strength of Rashba splitting in VXY ML materials is solely 
attributed to the strong SOI of Se and Te atoms. In 
addition to the applied strain effects we have conducted, 
there's potential to augment the magnitude of spin 
splitting in these materials by introducing heavier 
elements with strong SOI through doping [47]. This 
approach makes this phenomenon's experimental 
detection more attainable, especially through 
methodologies like spin-resolved photoemission 
spectroscopy. This foresight opens vistas for VXY MLs to 
evolve into pivotal 2D semiconductors, poised to 
revolutionize the landscape of spintronic applications, 
notably in the realm of S-FETs. 

■ CONCLUSION 

We have investigated the intriguing Rashba splitting 
phenomenon in two-dimensional Janus Vanadium 
Dichalcogenides through extensive first-principles DFT 
calculations. Our study reveals a substantial intrinsic 
Rashba splitting concentrated around the Γ point within 
the VBM. By analyzing the symmetry group and 
employing the k ∙ p theory, we have validated that the 
anisotropic characteristics of Rashba splitting stem from 
the third-order term within the effective Hamiltonian. 
Notably, we observed that the Rashba splitting can be 
effectively controlled and modulated by the application of 
strain with the ideal ranges, highlighting the potential for 
precise control over this phenomenon. Our results 
provide a fundamental understanding of the Rashba effect 

in 2D Janus TMDs, revealing interesting functionalities 
that can potentially be applied in spintronics. These 
insights provide a groundwork for experimental 
exploration, opening up possibilities for further 
investigations into the practical utilization of these 
materials. 
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